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Technique Reality and Art Reality——Primary Study on Reality of Photographic Art 
 II
Abstract 
Nowadays, the image has nibbled the printing civilization domain, led us to enter 
“the era of pictures” of mass culture. In the mass culture current, the mass duplicated 
image which the photographic technology produced has confused people. 
Photographic art focus on the real object, So people know the object not from the real 
one but from the duplicated one. Therefore, the content that photographic art displays 
become one kind of form of society, and entrusted by excessively society significance 
and moral judgment, which greatly discount the beauty and significance of 
photographic art. 
The question of Art reality is under discussed for a long time, even is usually 
regarded as the artistic core value. Photography has the highly precise reappearance 
function, one of its most main characteristics is shows the picture on-the-spot and the 
third dimension. So analyzing photography reality becomes an necessary question 
when studying Photographic art. How to get art reality under technique reality which 
highly reappears the real object is one of the main ways to get photographic art value. 
Therefore, this article tries hard to construct photographic art reality, discover the 
creativity and art significance of photographic art, tap the emotion and the idea 
experience in the process of feeling aesthetic appreciation, strengthen the affirmation 
to the photographic art value. 
This article is divided four parts to elaborate on technique reality and art reality 
of Photographic art. First, it induces the photographic art several main characteristics 
according to general conditions of Photographic art and the main photography artistic 
style school. In this foundation, the second part analyses the reality effect which 
produces under the technical essential factor by picture as the machinery precise 
duplicated product. Mainly is divided some aspects including the real object from our 
eyes, the relationship between real object and the nature , moral intention from the 
picture as well as the confirmation function of picture, simultaneously, this part has 
also analyzed misinterprets real and rare extreme real brought from the technical 
condition influence. The third part, through the vicissitude inspection of art reality 
view on drawing art history, as well as model domestic scholar’s views on art reality, 















refer to dynamic realization system of art reality, separately from the photographic art 
creation, picture significance and idea transmission as well as the appreciators’ view 
to photographic art esthetic reforming and realization in the era of pictures three 
aspects to construct Photographic art reality. 
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